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FROM THE PRINCIPAL
Dear Parents, Friends, Staff and Students of Caroline Chisholm College,
The election campaign has begun! And once again, education is being touted as a key issue by all
major political parties. A long time ago, a Sister of St Joseph told me that you can't call yourself a
Christian and not be political. Politics should be about community, the common good, wise
stewardship, and caring for the vulnerable - which are precisely the things that we as followers of
Jesus are deeply concerned with. Regardless of who 'wins', I want our politicians to recognise that our
Catholic schools are places where young people learn what it means to be a person of justice and
compassion, and that our Catholic schools serve a vital role in preparing young people for a complex and uncertain
future.
There is no doubting the vital contribution that our Catholic schools make to our nation's young people. Government
policies which reduce our capacity to deliver this excellent education should be challenged. Approaches to education
which reduce a school's values to a set of narrow test scores should also be questioned.
Last week our students in Years 7 and 9 sat for the NAPLAN examinations in literacy and numeracy. If you have a child
in one of these years, thank you for the way our girls presented themselves for the tests calmly and positively. We hope
the experience was a positive one for them and we look forward to further supporting their learning when the results
become available later this year.
Last Monday night we hosted the Parent Homework Forum. I was delighted that over fifty parents attended to learn more
about their daughter's learning at home, the college's expectations and strategies for success. The feedback from parents
was extremely positive and we hope to offer similar opportunities on a range of relevant topics once per term. I thought it
may be useful to list the main learnings from the forum. Naturally, each of
these points deserve more detail than can be provided here.
1.
Homework is a necessary reality of high school. It is not going away.
2.
Young people need your support in valuing homework and learning
generally.
3.
Your daughter will benefit from good organisation, some routine and
high expectations from you.
4.
Homework is a process, not a product. It needs to be done well, but we
don't expect homework to be perfect and perfectly presented.
5.
When approached with a 'growth mindset' - homework can be engaging
and used as a stepping stone to further success. Every mistake you
make is progress.
6.
Do not underestimate the influence you have on the way your daughter thinks about her learning and expects of
herself.
If you have any concerns or questions about your daughter's homework, or any aspect of her learning, please remember
that her subject teacher is the first, and most logical point of contact for you. You can reach them via email, or by
phoning the school office.
Our Diocese has a new bishop! Thanks be to God. We heartily welcome Bishop Vincent Van Long Nguyen as our
principal teacher and leader of our Diocese of Parramatta. Bishop Vincent is a man of compassion and courage, having
arrived in Australia as a refugee many years ago. His voice will combine with ours as we continue to call for justice for
marginalised people and an end to policies that see asylum seekers and refugees treated with intentional cruelty. May his
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leadership in this Year of Mercy soften the hearts of our nation. Join with me in praying
for Bishop Vincent.
God of Mercy,
You are the Good Shepherd.
Hear our prayers for our new shepherd, Bishop Vincent.
We give thanks for his vocation and service.
Grant him the grace to inspire the Church of Parramatta
So that we may live up to the mission of our Baptism.
Grant him the courage to lead in your name,
So that we may have the confidence to be your Mercy in the world.
Grant him the spirit of your wisdom,
So that we may learn from him your will for our Church.
We ask this prayer through Christ your Son.
Amen.

FROM THE ASSISTANT PRINCIPAL
Student Organiser (Part 1)
In his report, Mr Elliott spoke of the very successful parent forum on student homework. In my
discussion with parents at the night, it occurred to me that parents would find an examination of the
student organiser very worthwhile and there may be some areas that they could draw to the attention of
their daughters. It’s known universally to teachers and students as the student diary, but for good
reasons, its proper title is student organiser. Students are introduced to it and its functions in Year 7 and
reminded of them later on but they often ignore the wealth of additional material contained in it. Over
the next few newsletters, I will draw your attention to some of its features.
Primarily, it is an organisational tool for the students to keep track of the expectations on learning outside class. Most of
the organiser comprises the pages for keeping track of homework and assignments on a weekly basis. It’s worth having a
look at how that is organised. On the right side of a page, there is space for the daily recording of homework and other
tasks for each subject that the student will be working on that night. That should be filled in daily by the student. On the
left side of the page is space for general reminders and there is also space for parents and teachers to communicate via
notes. Additionally, on the bottom of the left page are a number of tips for the week. These are often overlooked by
students but I would encourage parents to have a look at them and use them as prompts for discussion with your
daughters. They cover a range of areas, including study tips, developing resilience, looking after your wellbeing,
maintaining good relationships and living health lifestyles.
In the next newsletter, I will focus on some of the other features of the college student organiser.
Assistance at St Mary MacKillop Primary School fete
I would like to thank the 20 or so students who volunteered from 1-5 hours each, assisting with face painting and craft
activities at the St Mary MacKillop Primary School fete. It was great to see so many of our students prepared to give up
their time on a weekend to support the school. I received glowing reports about your involvement and support and I
appreciate your representation of your college at one of our local feeder schools.
Reena Mukherjee (Year 12)
Congratulations to Reena Mukherjee who was the runner-up in the Rostrum Voice of Youth
Regional Final. Reena spoke outstandingly in both her prepared speech, for eight minutes, on our
response to migrants and, just as impressively, spoke for three minutes (after only 15 minutes
preparation) on the current issues facing indigenous Australians. Reena spoke eloquently,
passionately and thoughtfully and the content of her speeches would have made Caroline
Chisholm herself proud. She also delivered her speeches with flair and aplomb, using a range of
rhetorical and oratorical effects to engage her audience.
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“Doing the Right Thing Awards”
Students who provide service to the college for a variety of reasons are eligible for a “Doing the Right Thing Award”.
Congratulations to Tiffany Harvey (7 Jackson), Jasmine Ridding (8 MacKillop), Elena Azzopardi (8 Jackson) and
Rachel Joy (11 Wright) who receive vouchers for the canteen for being the students drawn from the box. All students
who put in award slips will have points credited to their house.
Appreciation of Honesty
Students at Caroline Chisholm College regularly display outstanding honesty in returning items they find on the college
grounds. Often these can be of quite substantial value. Students handing in found items receive a certificate of
appreciation. I would like to congratulate the following students who have handing items in over the last fortnight:
Maegan Ellis (7 Macarthur), Tayla Gallen (7 MacKillop), Bianca Rowinski (7 MacKillop), Saffron Snowball
(8 Gilmore), Olivia De La Mare (10 Gilmore) and Maddison Pepperell (10 MacKillop)
Mr Greg King - Assistant Principal

FROM THE LEADER OF RELIGIOUS EDUCATION
Sacramental Program
Congratulations to the following students who were introduced to the school community and the Padre
Pio community at the Stage 5 Mass on Friday 6th May.
The following girls will be received into the Catholic Church through the sacraments of Baptism,
Eucharist and Confirmation.
Elyssa Green
Mia Hosking
Madison Kirk

Brodie Santas
Courtney Sibbald

Avalon Smith
Holly Smith

Rosemary Tuivasa
Zahlie Vidler

The following girls will continue their initiation into the Catholic Community by receiving the sacraments of Eucharist
and Confirmation.
Adelle Brett

Michelle Faagutu

Hannah Stephan

The following girls will complete their initiation into the Catholic Community through the reception of the sacrament of
Confirmation.
Ashlee Whiticker

Matilda McCall

Please continue to pray for these girls as they prepare to receive one or more of the sacraments of initiation.
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The Rosary
May - The Month Dedicated to Mary
In the tradition of the Catholic Church the practice of dedicating the month of May to Our Lady started around the 1880s
when Pope Leo XIII wrote the Rosary Encyclicals. In more modern times the Rosary was prayed for the whole month of
May to counteract infidelity and immorality among students attending Jesuit Colleges in Rome. It is suggested that May
was the month selected as it represented the season of new life and fertility in the northern hemisphere. This then became
linked to the concept of motherhood … hence the celebration of Mother’s Day in many cultures is also in May. Mary as
the Mother of God and our Mother is hence remembered in the Month of May.
Here at Caroline Chisholm College it has become a tradition for us to pray the rosary in all religious education classes
during the month of May. Students use rosary beads made for us by the Rosary Bead Makers based at Bathurst. We recite
a decade of the rosary each lesson, learning this traditional, meditative and powerful prayer of the Catholic Church.
In all there are Four Rosaries that are recited comprising 20 mysteries that depict events from Mary and Jesus’ lives.
These Rosaries and mysteries are:
The Five Joyful Mysteries
Monday and Saturday
The Annunciation: Humility
The Visitation: Charity
The Birth of Our Lord: Poverty, or detachment from the world
The Presentation of Our Lord: Purity of heart, obedience
The Finding of Our Lord in the Temple: Piety
The Five Sorrowful Mysteries
Tuesday and Friday
The Agony in the Garden: Contrition for our sins
The Scourging at the Pillar: Mortification of our senses
The Crowning with Thorns: Interior mortification
The Carrying of the Cross: Patience under crosses
The Crucifixion and Death of Our Lord: That we may die to ourselves
The Five Glorious Mysteries
Wednesday and Sunday
The Resurrection: Conversion of heart
The Ascension: A desire for heaven
The Coming of the Holy Ghost: The Gifts of the Holy Ghost
The Assumption of our Blessed Mother into Heaven: Devotion to Mary
The Coronation of our Blessed Mother: Eternal happiness
The Five Luminous Mysteries
Thursday
The Baptism in the Jordan
The Wedding at Cana
The Proclamation of the Kingdom
The Transfiguration
The Institution of the Eucharist
Stage Masses
This Friday, Years 11 and 12 will be celebrating Mass at Padre Pio church at 8.45am. All parents and friends are welcome
to attend.
Ms Bernadette Murray - Leader of Religious Education
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FROM THE LEADER OF INNOVATION & LEARNING
Year 10 Half Yearly Exams
The Year 10 Half Yearly Examination block commences next week starting with a Study Day on
Monday 23 May. All students are encouraged to use this day and the week prior to exams to finalise
their revision for ALL courses being examined. Exams begin on Tuesday 24 May and a timetable and
exam notification sheets have been issued for all subjects to assist your daughter in preparing for these
assessments.
This year we are once again giving Year 10 students the opportunity to go home at the end of their final
exam on each day. This is a privilege we currently offer to our Year 11 and 12 students and are now offering to our Year
10 senior students. The aim of this is to prepare your daughters for the exam period structure they will experience in their
Preliminary and HSC courses.
Students who have an exam in the morning and then in the afternoon block will still be required to remain at school to
study. They will not be permitted to leave the school grounds. Supervision will be provided for these students and a room
made available for them to revise. Supervision will also be provided for those students who choose to stay at school until
the end of the normal school day.
Please note that if the permission slip has not been returned, your daughter will be expected to remain at school until the
end of the school day.
We wish all our Year 10 students the very best for their exams.
Year 7-11 Technological Devices
A reminder that all students in Years 7-11 should be equipped with a functional technological device that must be brought
to all classes each day. This device should have its battery charged each night in preparation for the next day’s lessons.
Much of the learning at Caroline Chisholm is made accessible via Google Classroom and Google Drive, and a number of
the collaborative tasks that students are working on require the use of a device.
If for some reason your daughter does not currently have a working device to support her learning, please inform her Year
Leader of Learning as soon as possible.

SAVE THE DATE – Tuesday 31 May, 2016 (Term 2, Week 6)
Year 11 (2017) Subject Information Evening – 6.30pm in the West Wing
All students in Year 10 are expected to attend this compulsory information evening with at least one
parent/carer to receive important information about subject selections for Preliminary & HSC courses.
Please save this important date in your diaries.
Mr Stephen Casni - Leader of Innovation & Learning
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SEMESTER 1 PRINCIPAL’S AWARD
The College Principal’s Award is given to students who have demonstrated outstanding commitment in all areas of their
learning. It encourages all girls to strive for excellence in their work.
We congratulate the following recipients of the Principal’s Awards for Semester 1 for Year 12.
Emily Alexander
Chantelle Al-Khouri
Sarina Attard
Elizabeth Bakous
Tara Bennett
Isabella Bird
Tanya Borazio
Jessica Bowe
Jemima Chaghouri
Lauren Cottilli
Shania Coutinho

Ciara Cullen
Julia Facciol
Maddison Farrugia
Laura Feeney
Victoria Fenech
Emma Finlay
Madison Garde
Sarah Glynn
Isabella La Malfa
Rebekah Leary
Abby Lee

Tanielle Luke
Jordyn Main
Shawnea Micallef
Reena Mukherjee
Gabriella Mulock
Aman Nagra
Jasmine Neal
Taylor Oberman
Melanie Or
Kirsten Pennings
Mary Pulikkal

Camellia Saab
Angela Sciacchitano
Shehzil Sharif
Kathleen Sta Ana
Mireille Tamer
Caitlyn Vernem
Brooke Vincent

GUEST SPEAKER: ABC JOURNALIST LUCY MCNALLY
ABC journalist Lucy McNally visited the College on Tuesday 3 May, making two
presentations during the day, sharing her experience and expertise as a journalist. Lucy is an
ex-student of the College and she was delighted to return to meet with current students. She
was able to give some advice to Year 10 Elective History students to assist them as they
embark on an oral history project to create interview recordings with their chosen subjects.
Showing some examples of her television interviews, Lucy gave students some valuable tips
for their own work. At lunch Lucy spoke to some students of Year 10, 11 and 12 about how
she has developed her own career in journalism and she shared some stories about where her
work has taken her. We are fortunate to have some wonderful past students who are
contributing to our world in many valuable ways and we thank Lucy for generously sharing
her time with us.
Mrs Natalie Vella - Leader of Learning HSIE
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PDSSSC CROSS COUNTRY
On Tuesday 3rd May, 28 Caroline Chisholm students attended the PDSSSC Cross Country carnival held at the Sydney
Motorsport Park, Eastern Creek. The track was fairly tough and proved challenging on the day. However, all of the girls
competed extremely well and represented the College with great pride.
The following girls represented our College at the carnival:
Vivien Toth, Monique Buksh, Summer Northey, Jesse Penza, Tayla Gallen, Avalon Smith, Bridie Witjes, Emily
Hatcher, Courtney Sibbald, Isabella Bruce, Erinn Cleghorn, Laura Patterson, Ellen Gibbons, Monique Quirk,
Ashleigh Macerola, Hannah McCrorie, Katherinw Wakeling, Elizabeth Wakeling, Ashley O’Malley, Scovia
David, Emily Perring, Isabella La Malfa, Laura Gillis, Shaniah Ellul, Atheen Mapooth, Carla Tamer and Lauren
Cottilli.
We had multiple placings in the top ten of each year group:
13 Years
16 Years
15 Years
18 Years
12 Years
Katherine Wakeling (8th) Shaniah Ellul (5th)
Summer Northey (6th) Tayla Gallen (1st) Ellen Gibbons (7th)
Vivien Toth (8th)
Monique Quirk (10th)
Atheen Mapooth (9th)
We are extremely lucky to have three girls moving on to compete at the next level, the Combined Catholic Colleges
Cross Country on the 17th June (top 6 from each age group were eligible).
Thank you to Miss Jodie Cusack, the parents and supporters who attended on the day. I look forward to continued
success next year in the 2017 PDSSSC Cross Country.
Mrs Brooke Hughes

PENRITH CITY COUNCIL AMBASSADORS
I am excited to tell you that four of our Year 10 students have been
successful in obtaining scholarships from Penrith City Council to travel
to Penrith's sister city of Fujieda, Shizuoka, Japan in September.
They will be in Japan for three weeks, living with a host family and
attending schools and a variety of public organisations, as well as,
historical and cultural sites.
In return, the students will host students from Fujieda in July and those
students may attend Caroline Chisholm College for two days.
The successful students are: Bethany Neal, Natasha Mills, Hannah
Riles and Mona Lisa Banda.
Mrs Wendy Merriman - Leader of Learning LOTE
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SCHOOL NEWS

ENGLISH NEWS
Year 8 – Power of Poetry incursion
Last Wednesday our Year 8 students had the opportunity to see the team from
Poetry in Action deliver a performance called The Power of Poetry. The girls were
thoroughly engaged with the troupe as they introduced them to some poems with
big ideas and lots of heart. The girls were able to experience how poetry can
perfectly capture a moment, transform an opinion and bring about change.
The incursion supported the students’ PBL on slam poetry and has certainly
inspired the girls to experiment with their own writing. They are now working on
composing a slam poem of their own and we look forward to an inter-class slam
competition in the coming weeks.

Year 12 Standard English Theatre Excursion
On Thursday12th May our Year 12 Standard English students and their teachers
ventured to the Giant Dwarf Theatre in Redfern to attend Impulse Theatre’s
production of The Shoe-Horn Sonata. Our girls are studying this play as a part of
their HSC studies with a focus on the ways that the distinctively visual elements of a
text work to create meaning. The opportunity to see and hear a live performance,
with the staging as John Misto intended, certainly enhanced our students’
understanding and appreciation of the play.
Mrs Ana Dudley - Leader of Learning English

NEWS FROM THE LIBRARY
The Library has already been a busy place this term with many students involved in peer
tutoring, one on one time with teachers, work and study groups, NAPLAN and our first ever Live
In The Library session. On 5th May, up and coming singer/song writer Zyrel sang four of his
songs for the students. Judging by the applause and interaction the girls really enjoyed the
performance. We are hoping to hold more of these sessions this year.
Congratulations to Isabella Fava, Jesse Penza and Laya Mathew who have recently completed
the NSW Premier’s Reading Challenge, and also to the following students who have passed the
half way mark: Paige Colgate and Rebecca Borg. Keep up the reading, there are still 3 months
to go and it’s not too late to be involved in the PRC or the CCC Senior Reading Challenge.
On the 25th May, the Year 11 English Studies students and Year 12
Early Childhood students will be involved in a reading initiative NSS
with Bethany Primary School and Glenmore Park Pre-school. The
girls are busily preparing this event and we will share more with you
next newsletter. Also keep an eye out for photos on the College
Facebook page.
Mrs Teresa O’Keeffe - Teacher / Librarian

INTERSCHOOL EQUESTRIAN
Earlier in the month Olivia McCully and her pony competed at the Interschool equestrian event
which was hosted by Snowy Mountains Grammar School.
Olivia and her pony Brosha Park Sultan (Sully) did an exceptional job. There were over 400
competitors at this event held over 4 days. Unfortunately, the last day was cancelled due to bad
weather.
Congratulations Olivia.
Mrs Jeanette Cocks - Leader of Learning Year 7
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YEAR 11 HOSPITALITY STUDENTS SHINE AT
OUR LADY OF THE WAY PRIMARY SCHOOL FUNCTION
Have you ever catered for over 200 people? That was the exciting challenge faced by our Year 11 Hospitality class, last
Friday 6th May, when we were provided with the opportunity to cater for the Mother’s Day High Tea at Our Lady of the
Way, Emu Plains.
For most of us, this was our first opportunity to work as a team to cater for a group of people in our wider school
community \ and who knew it was going to be such a large group! This event involved a lot of organisation, starting with
discussing the requirements of the day with Mrs Julie Irvine, our contact at OLOW. Then we had to source recipes, buy
all the ingredients for our menu and pack all the food items, equipment and serving platters we would need once we
arrived.
We were involved in food preparation in the couple of days leading up to the event, as well as the assembly of menu
items on site at OLOW on the day. Some of the foods we prepared were Smoked Salmon Pikelets, Mini-Quiches,
Chicken and Leek Vol-au-vents, Lemon Meringue Tartlets, Chocolate Brownies, Melting Moments with Raspberry
Cream - and what High Tea wouldn’t be complete without an assortment of Finger Sandwiches! We enjoyed serving the
food and beverages to all the mothers and grandmothers during the High Tea service, which allowed us to develop our
confidence in speaking and serving guests.
Catering for approximately 200 people on the day gave us a valuable insight into what it would be like to work in the
Hospitality industry and all the tasks you are required to do as part of working in a catering team. As a class, we are
extremely thankful to have been given this ‘real-world’ experience and for the hours we worked to contribute towards our
overall work placement hours to achieve our Certificate II in Hospitality (Kitchen Operations).
Some comments from our class about the event were:
 “The highlights of being involved in this event were the experience of preparing the food and being able to do various
other tasks that are a part of catering for an event. I also liked serving the High Tea dishes and knowing that the
mothers and grandmothers enjoyed their time and were appreciative of the food we had prepared for them.”
 “I liked seeing how everyone enjoyed the food we made for them and being a part of a team.”
 “The biggest highlight of being involved in this event was cooperating and working together with my class and
teachers. I also furthered my knowledge of different foods and the different styles of plating foods for service. These
skills will help prepare me for when I go out on work placement.”
On behalf of our class we would like to thank Mrs Maureen Stanley for assisting with the menu planning and for
completing all the food ordering and shopping. Thanks also to Mr Chris Williams for driving us to and from the venue on
the day. And a big thank you to our Hospitality teacher, Mrs Melanie McKee, for trusting us with this opportunity, for
assisting us with the food preparation and for guiding us with what to do, so on the day so that it ran smoothly.
Being involved in this event was definitely a worthwhile experience and it allowed us to see how much time, effort and
energy is involved in planning an event. Catering is exciting opportunity that we recommend everyone to participate in if you currently study Hospitality or choose to study this VET course in the future!
Written by Jodie Hall, Teagan Hall, Jessica Stein and Abby Parkes - Year 11 Hospitality Class 1
The Year 11 Catering Team:
(Top L-R) Mrs Melanie McKee, Emily Cox,
Bree Campbell, Jessica Greniewicz, Olivia
Burgin, Tara Merriman, Amy Borthwick, Ally
Leitch, Tiffany Vermeulen, Madeline Farmer,
Abby Parkes, Mrs Maureen Stanley
(Bottom L-R) Monique Ortiz, Brooke Everson,
Georgia Pirrone, Casey O’Sullivan, Georgia
Goddard, Jodie Hall, Jessica Steen, Teagan Hall
(Absent from photo: Tara-Rose Lucas-Smith)
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ANNUAL ATHLETICS CARNIVAL - WEDNESDAY 15TH JUNE 2016
Our Annual Athletics Carnival will be held on Wednesday 15th June 2016 at Blacktown Olympic Park, Rooty Hill. The
carnival is COMPULSORY for all students from Years 7 to 12 at Caroline Chisholm College.
Transport and Time:
It is expected that students come to school on the morning of the carnival, and will travel to the venue by bus. All students
will attend homeroom and at 8:45am will board the buses. The carnival will start at approx. 9:45am. Students will be
catching buses back to school arriving at 2.20pm, in time to catch the afternoon buses from school.
If parents / guardians wish to pick their daughter up from the carnival AFTER THE RELAYS in the afternoon, this is
acceptable as long as the student and her parent/guardian sees her homeroom teacher during roll call before she leaves.
All parents / guardians MUST pick their daughter up by 1.45pm. At 2pm, Pearce Coaches will transport students back
to school which means there will be no teacher supervision from 2pm. If a parent / guardian has not picked their
daughter up by 2pm they will travel back to school on the bus.
Students have the option, and are encouraged, to wear their College shorts or tracksuit pants along with their house colour
t-shirt, polo shirt and / or jumper to and from school. For example, Gilmore girls may wear a red t-shirt with their college
tracksuit pants. Students CANNOT wear singlet or mid drift tops. If attire does contain writing - it must be inconspicuous
and appropriate.
Early Competitors:
The following events will be run at 8:00am on the day: 1500m, 200m and 400m. Students competing in these events need
to have their permission note returned to the front office by Monday 30th May 2016. A note can be collected from the
front office. A reminder to students catching the college mini bus for the early events, the bus will leave the college at
7.30 am sharp. All other early competitors must be at the venue by 7.50am. Students are asked to indicate method of
transport on the permission note.
Events:
High Jump, 100m sprint, Discus, Shot Put and Long Jump will be run on the day. It is important for students to be sun
smart on the day. Sunscreen, hats, sunglasses and long sleeve shirts are recommended to protect your daughter from the
sun. Students are advised to bring plenty of water and healthy food. A canteen will operate on the day selling lunch,
chips, drinks and snacks. The carnival will only be cancelled in the event of excessive rain. If this is the case, students are
to come to school for normal day 1 lessons.
The Athletics Carnival is an opportunity for the school community to develop house spirit and sportswomenship. If any
parents have any queries please contact Mrs Capilli or Mr McIlveen at the school on 02 4737 5500.
Looking forward to a great day,
Mrs Hayley Capilli - Acting Leader of Learning - PDHPE

YEAR 9 DESIGN AND TECHNOLOGY EXCURSION
On Thursday 5 May 2016, twenty-two students from Year 9 Design and Technology
attended an excursion at the Powerhouse Museum, Ultimo.
Students participated in a workshop called Rapid Design Lab to plan and construct a logo
that was printed onto adhesive vinyl sheeting to create attractive stickers. This activity
helped to consolidate their understanding of vector graphics and will be an integral skill
required in the construction of a 3D clock in the current unit titled Time Flies.
Furthermore, the students viewed the Good Design and HSC DesignTECH projects that
were recognised for their excellence in quality, documentation and innovation. The
balance of the time involved students viewing the collection of interior design accessories
to gain a variety of perspectives to assist in the development and inspiration for their own
projects.
Student responded enthusiastically to the activities and in completing their booklet. They
are be commended on their polite, friendly and energetic manner shown throughout the
excursion.
Mr Damien Mills - Year 9 Design and Technology Teacher
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DIARY DATES / NOTICES

DIARY DATES
Year 7 Items, Year 8 Items, Year 9 Items, Year 10 Items, Year 11 Items and Year 12 Items, Whole School Items
Wednesday 18 May Year 7 Sydney Symphony Orchestra

Thursday 26 May

Year 10 Examinations

Year 12 Day with St Dominic’s

Year 12 Food Tech Excursion - Gelato Manufacturer

Thursday 19 May

Year 11 LST Supreme Court Excursion

Year 11 Reflection Day

Friday 20 May

Stage 6 Mass - Padre Pio

Monday 23 May

Year 10 Study Day

Tuesday 24 May

Friday 27 May

Year 10 Examinations
Year 11 & 12 LST Incursion

Year 7 2017 Interviews from 3.00 pm

Monday 30 May

Year 10 Examinations

Year 10 Examinations

Tuesday 31 May

Year 11 Aboriginal Spirituality Incursion

Wednesday 25 May Year 10 Examinations

Year 10 IST Incursion
Year 11 2017 Information Evening - 6.30 pm

Caroline Chisholm College Skoolbag App
This is a reminder that Caroline Chisholm College has a school app. The Caroline Chisholm app is
custom built to service the needs of our school community, by improving communication between the school
and our families and making it easier to stay up to date with all school information and events.

Facebook - http://www.facebook.com/pages/Caroline-Chisholm-College
Face book is a social media platform that most people use for hours every day, and teenagers practically live
on it. Why not harness this for the benefit of college communication? Keep informed of the wonderful things
the college community is involved in and check out photos of many special occasions and events within the
college.

Twitter - https://twitter.com/CCCGlenmorePark
Twitter is the fastest growing social media site in the world at present. Limited to 140 characters, each tweet
can provide a short but sweet link to very valuable information about the college community and things
happening at Caroline Chisholm College.

